HOW TO DETERMINE YOUR IKC DIVISION

AGE:

➢ All competitors have the right to compete in one age group for the whole calendar year. A competitor can compete for the entire calendar year at the age he/she is on January 1st of that year.
➢ All competitors have the right to move up to the next division on his/her birthday. However, no points will carry-over. In addition, once the competitor moves up to the next division he/she must stay in that division.

RANK:

➢ All competitors have the right to remain in the same ranking division for the entire year. For example, if he/she starts off the first IKC Tournament in the Intermediate Division then he/she can finish the year in that division. In all IKC Tournaments the competitor is to wear an intermediate belt. In previous years the rules stated that if he/she move up to the next division he/she could only carry half of his/her total points to the new division.
➢ All competitors have the right to move up to the next division upon earning the appropriate belt level. However, no points will carry-over. In addition, once the competitor moves up to the next division he/she must stay in that division.

DIVISIONS:

➢ Read the tournament brochure for divisions. A tournament may not offer all divisions (Example: Musical Forms may not be offered). If you have any questions contact the promoter.
➢ Per the discretion of the Promoter, divisions may be separated for youth Black Belts and youth Under Belts.
➢ Per the discretion of the Promoter, prize money may be awarded to Grand Championship winners.
➢ All PROMOTERS of AA and AAA ratings MUST FOLLOW AA and AAA rating IKC Tournament REQUIRED DIVISIONS. Promoter discretion to add/delete Grand Championships.